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VICE-PRESIDENT   Maria Geppert  6288 7056 
SECRETARY    Irene Brewer   6297 4658 
TREASURER    Janelle Peel   6238 2381 
ASSISTANT TREASURER  Therese Pettit  6285 1353 
JOURNAL EDITOR   Janelle Peel   6238 2381 
 
COMMITTEE 
PUBLIC OFFICER    Rex Daley   6281 3213 
SHOW ADVISOR   Renate Marcks  6288 3367 
PUBLICITY    Janet Johnson  6247 0937 
LIBRARY    Helen McCandless  0408829442 
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SOCIETY ADDRESS   PO Box 425, Curtin, ACT 2605 
 
EDITORIAL E-MAIL  hans.mohr2@bigpond.com 
 
MEMBERSHIP FEES  
The proposed membership fees for next year (January – December) will be Single 
$20.00, Family $30.00 and International memberships $30.00. Members who join after 
1st November will be credited for the following year. All financial members of the 
Society receive a copy of the Journal, which is currently published three times a year. 
Whilst every effort is made to ensure that the information therein is correct, it is the 
individual authors who accept the responsibility for the contents of their articles.  
Unless otherwise stated, with the exception of January and July and possibly 
December, all meetings are held on the first Saturday of each month at 2.00 p.m. in 
St. James Uniting Church Hall, 21 Gillies Street, Curtin. 
 
Please remember to wear your name tag so that we can all get to know each other, 
and you must sign the Attendance Book when you arrive, this will ensure that you 
are covered by the Public Liability Insurance that the Society pays each year. 
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SUBSCRIPTION RENEWALS 
 

The Society's financial year runs from January to December so 2019 subscriptions 
became due on 1 January 2019.  Please fill in the form at the back of the journal and 
post it to the Society's postal address, PO Box 425 Curtin, ACT 2605 or alternatively 
pay the Treasurer at the next meeting.  If you would prefer to pay via direct debit to 
the Society's account please contact the Treasurer, Janelle Peel on 02 62382381 to 
obtain the necessary bank details. 
 
Our constitution states that members whose subscriptions remain unpaid by 31 
March each year shall be deemed to have resigned. Don't let this happen to YOU! 
For those who joined at the time of the 2018 Cowra bus trip, membership is not due 
until 2020. 

 

 
SOUTH PACIFIC HYDROPONICS 

 
Your ONE-STOP-SHOP for: 

 
Propagation solutions, heating pads, lighting, nutrients, perlite/vermiculite mixes, 

thermostats and all your other growing needs. 

OPEN 7 DAYS       84 Wollongong St 
                                      FYSHWICK ACT 

      Ph: 02 62392598 
 
 
 

 
 

NEW MEMBERS 
 

The Society welcomes new members Barbara Conroy, Margaret Lee, Marjorie Reid, 
Jenina Salisbury and Owen Heness who have joined the society since the publication 
of our last journal in April 2018. 
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS: NOVEMBER 2018 – APRIL 2019 
 
3 November – Plant Sale 
A plant sale is being held at the St James Uniting Church hall instead of the usual 
monthly meeting.  Opening time is limited to 2.00 p.m. – 4.00 p.m.  Set up is from 
12.00 p.m. and pack up from 4.00 p.m. – 5.00 p.m.  Entry Fee $2 non-members, free 
for members. 
 
1 December 2018 - Xmas Party at St James Uniting Church 
 Members to bring a small plate of nibbles or sweets, a garden related gift to the 
value of $5.00. 
 
2 February 2019 – Monthly Meeting 
Including “Show and Tell”, Q & A Time, Library, followed by Barbara Dros showing 
some photos of the Melbourne International Flower Show and of the bus trip to the 
Cowra Cherry Blossom Festival, followed by afternoon tea. 
 
2 March 2019 -Annual General Meeting and Workshop 
followed by Taking Geranium & Pelargonium Cuttings.  A workshop is being held 
for members only.  Bring along a plant that can be used to take cuttings, or cuttings, 
scissors, pots, labels, and a marker pen.  Soil will be provided, “Show and Tell”, Q & 
A Time, Library, Afternoon tea. 
 
16 March 2019 – Open Garden 
Margaret and Ivan Roberts are kindly opening their garden for members only at 3 
McNolty Place Spence.  Please bring along a chair, hat, cup and a small plate.  
Details regarding parking arrangements will be provided at the March meeting. 
 
6 April - Monthly Meeting and Workshop 
followed by Taking Fuchsia Cuttings.  A workshop is being held for members only. 
Please bring along cuttings or a plant that can be used to take cuttings, scissors, pots, 
labels and a marker pen.  Soil will be provided.  “Show and Tell”, Q & A Time, 
afternoon tea. 
 

AGM - SATUDAY 2 MARCH 2019 
 
The Society's Annual General Meeting will be held on Saturday 2 March 2019. 
 
At the AGM we will confirm the minutes from the previous AGM, the Treasurer will 
provide an updated and audited financial report, and office holders will be elected. 
 
Key office holders to be elected are: President, 2 x vice President, Treasurer and 
Secretary who form the Executive.  In addition other elected committee members 
include Membership Records, Journal Editor, Display Organiser and Program 
Organiser.  There must be seven elected members to have a functioning committee.  
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In addition members can nominate and be elected as committee members without a 
formal role.  In order to nominate you must be a financial member of the society. 
 
The Society's committee is in need of some new members to help share the workload 
and maintain the minimum number of 7 committee members to keep the society 
functioning.  You don't need to have a specific key role or skills but can participate 
as a general committee member 
 

COWRA CHERRY BLOSSOM FESTIVAL BUS TRIP 22 SEPTEMBER 2018 
Helen McCandless 

 
It was a bit chilly and the sun was just starting to rise above 
the horizon when 31 keen Geranium & Fuchsia Society 
members waited for the bus which would transport them to 
the annual Cherry Blossom Festival in Cowra and then onto 
a magical place called Iandra Castle in Greenthorpe. 
Some of our members boarded the bus at it’s first pickup in 
Queanbeyan at 5:45am which meant they had to get up 
extremely early!! This meant that what promised to be a 
lovely day out would also be a bit taxing, with quite a few of 

our members needing micro naps on the bus to recharge their batteries. 
About 9am we stopped in Boorowa for morning tea and happily checked out the 
local market which was selling some fantastic wares – I bought a wooden bird house 
which will be perfect for smaller native birds. Other members bought quilts, plants 
and delicious homemade goodies. 
 
After some confusion about who was expected to do the head count, I was 
volunteered to check everyone was on the bus. You have no idea how difficult it is to 
count to 31, under pressure on a crowded bus with people milling around! All I can 
say in my defence, is that practice makes perfect and that nobody actually got left 
behind, even though there were a couple of close calls!! 
 
By 9:30am we arrived at the famous Cowra Japanese Garden and Cultural Centre for 
the Sakura Matsuri Cherry Blossom Festival and were delighted to find that there 
were not many people there… Little did we know how lucky we were that we had 
made the effort to leave Canberra as early as we did because by lunchtime there 
were close to 1000 people milling around, causing chaos in the carpark and huge 
lines for the toilets!  I would like to take credit for this excellent piece of planning, 
but it was purely good fortune. 
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To enter the gardens we each 
had a fluorescent pink wrist 
band attached which proved 
pretty difficult to remove later 
in the day, and so we were 
resigned to the fact that we 
were ‘tagged’ for the entire 
trip! Once inside the gates, we 
were greeted by a peaceful 
and beautifully manicured 
garden, resplendent with 

running streams, ponds and elevated viewing platforms. 
 
Japanese cultural displays were held at various points around the gardens including 
a sword display, martial arts, archery and drum playing. Inside the cultural centre, 
traditional tea ceremonies were held and everywhere people were wearing 
traditional Japanese dress.  

In the ponds were schools of giant koi 
fish, which were appreciative of the 
fish food sold in the gift shop. One 
particular specimen was white with an 
orange head and looked well over 
40cm long! At lunch time we 
regrouped in the park outside the 

gardens and Peter, our chivalrous bus driver very thoughtfully covered the old park 
table with a table cloth, making our picnic lunch quite civilised!  
 
When lunch was finished and I had managed to again count to 31, we headed off to 
see the PoW site and learn more about the people who were incarcerated there. Not 
only were there Japanese and Italians but Formosans were sent there as well. These 
days Formosa is known as Taiwan. After we saw that site, we visited the Japanese 
cemetery and saw that many of the people taken to the camp were older (some in 
their 70s) and not military personnel at all. We also saw the gravestones of the four 
soldiers who were awarded the George Cross after the PoW camp break out on 5 
August 1944. All in all a very sad but peaceful setting. 
 
And talking about peaceful, the next stop was intended to 
see the World Peace Bell, which is a big deal as Cowra is the 
only non-capital city in the world to have been awarded one 
by the United Nations for their efforts in supporting 
peaceful relations with Japan. Unfortunately google maps 
took us to the wrong street! Because time was running out 
and everyone was getting tired of climbing the seemingly 
endless stairs into the bus we learnt a little about the bell 
and then voted to drive straight to Iandra Castle for 
afternoon tea.  
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As the bus drove up to Iandra Castle, we were all impressed at it’s grandeur and 
size. The owners of the property, Bev and Rod were lovely and Rod gave us a 15 

minute talk on the 
history of the building, 
it’s original owner, 
George Henry Greene 
who bought 32,000 acres 
of prime wheat and 
lucerne producing land. 
Visiting this historic 
property included not 
only a pleasant cuppa in 
the grounds but access to 
the inside of the Castle 
which is being gradually 

renovated. As we wandered through the spacious corridors and up the majestic 
staircase to the first level, it was easy to imagine what it must have been like to live 
there in the early days. Some rooms were furnished and the picture windows cast 

soft sunlight through the sitting 
room windows. At night I am sure 
the cavernous hallways would 
have been a tad scary, with only a 
candle to guide the way! 
To the rear of the castle were the 
stables, which included a huge 
archway with an enclosed 
courtyard where the horses were 
unharnessed, ready for a hard 
earnt bag of oats in their 

individual stalls. Outside the stable stands an original 1950s fuel bowser which still 
looks to be in good working order. In the gardens, 
which are often hired out for weddings, there were 
many geranium plants, with the owner stating that 
they were one of the hardiest plants and so earnt 
their keep. Therese photographed a particularly 
pretty one which the owner kindly gave her a 
cutting of. We look forward to seeing it’s progress 
at a future Society Show and Tell! 
Sadly it was getting late in the day and we had a 
long drive back to Canberra, so we said our 
goodbyes to Bev and Rod and settled in to a 
relaxing trip back home. 
 
In summary, the day was long and packed full of 
different and interesting things to look at. The 
balance between the peaceful Japanese Gardens, the sombre Japanese cemetery and 
the breathtaking presence of Iandra Castle came together to make it an excellent day. 
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HISTORY OF SOME POPULAR PELARGONIUMS 
Rex Daley 

 
Pelargonium Ann Tilling 
Golden green leaves with a bronze zone, deepening in winter. Small, single salmon 
red flowers. RHSCC 47D on slender stems held well above foliage. Tall growing, 
bushy branching habit, rust resistant, good garden subject particularly if planted 
against a wall. 
Excellent as cut material for floral work during winter. 
 
The Pelargonium International Register and Checklist of Pelargonium cultivars lists 
Ánn Tilling’ as Zonal, Holmes Aust 1957 ‘Golden Harry Hieover’ x ‘The Boar’ S 
Geranium Lake, HCC 20/2 (RHSCC 47D).  Flowers held well above foliage on 
slender stems, leaf golden, deep bronze zone, deepens in winter and fades in 
summer. (fancy-leaved) Growth bushy medium-tall, rust resistant. 
 
At a recent meeting Irene Brewer introduced members to this lovely plant which she 
has been growing in her garden for some years. Some of the better ways to grow the 
plant were also passed on by Irene as well as providing a supply of cuttings for 
members to grow. 
 
This is a plant to grow and enjoy particularly as it provides beautiful autumn colours 
and is also rust resistant.  
 
Ann Tilling will on rare occasions grow a sport which was named by Mrs. V. M 
Butters who found the sport on her plant in 1991 and named it CRAZY ANN. 
 Flower  Small single salmon red (RHSCC 48B) a little lighter in shading
   than parent. 
 Leaf  Small crinkled, golden green edged creamy – white.  
 Habit   Small self - branching compact, very slow growth. 
 
 

OUCH!!! PINCHING FOR A HEALTHY, FULL AND BLOOMING FUCHSIA 
Maria Geppert 

 
What is the purpose for pinching (or “stopping”) your fuchsia plants? There are two 
purposes: controlling the growth and hence the shape of the plants; and increasing 
flower production.   
 
These fuchsia growth principles are key to a pinching program: 
 
1. Flower production occurs at the tips of new growth. If new growth is 

encouraged, the potential for flowering is increased. 
2. Dormant buds are situated on the stem at the base of each leaf. This area is 

termed the 'leaf node'. 
3. Fuchsias usually develop two opposite leaves at each leaf node and thus two 4.

 When a branch or stem is cut off (pinched), new growth usually shows from 
the dormant buds on nodes nearest the cut.  This plant characteristic allows 
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controlled increase of the number of branches. Each pinching should double 
the number of branches 2:4:8:16 etc. 

5. Size, compactness and shape of a plant are determined by the length of the new 
growth allowed to remain after each stage of pinching.  So for trailing plants, 
vary the distance between pinches: short on the top of the plant, and longer on 
the sides for wider and lower branching to cover the pot. For uprights, the 
opposite.  Uniform pinching results in a balanced plant. 

6. In addition to paying careful attention to pinching, a planned feeding program 
with appropriate fertilizers, increased light exposure and rotation of plants are 
all important elements of growing a pleasing (and perhaps prize winning) 
fuchsia. 

7. BACK TO PINCHING.  It is important to know how long after pinching you 
can expect blooms. The schedule that follows is timed to result in maximum 
blooms for the Display in November. Note that Triphylla, Double and Single 
bloom fuchsias have different timings from pinch to bloom. 

 
PINCHING SCHEDULE 

 
Type Next to last 

Pinch 
Next to last 
Pinch Date 

Final Pinch Final Pinch 
Date 

Species and 
Triphylla 

15 weeks 
before Display 

First week of 
August 

12 weeks 
before Display 

End of August 

Doubles and 
Semi-
Doubles 

13 weeks 
before Display 

Third week of 
August 

10 weeks 
before Display 

Mid-
September 

Singles 11 weeks 
before Display 

First week of 
September 

8 weeks before 
Display 

Last week of 
September 

 
By October, all pinch dates will have passed if you’re aiming for the November 
Display.  You will want to encourage your Fuchsias to continue to grow and fill in 
during the longer, warmer days.  As they grow, they will need more watering and 
feeding. 
 
You may need to begin watering daily: 

• If fertilising daily, do so at ¼ strength using your favourite water soluble 
fertiliser; 

• If you don’t have time for daily mixing of fertiliser, add it to your water at 
half strength once a week; 

• Using plain water once a week to flush out accumulated water is a good idea; 
• Watering with Epsom Salts (1 Tbs/5 litres) about once a month is also good to 

wash out accumulated fertiliser salts and promote lush green foliage. 
 
Continue to turn plants ¼ to ½ turn daily.  This will help them grow and fill in 
evenly on all sides.  But even with daily turning they will need some help to form 
that perfect shape.  Attach a clothespin to a leaf near the end of a branch to help it 
fall over the sides of a hanging basket.  Using bamboo skewers to encourage 
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branches to grow in different, and desired, directions works really well.  After a few 
days you can remove the prop and the branch will stay there.   
 
Keep an eye out for pests.  Look carefully for aphids hidden among branches and 
whitefly under leaves. If the weather is humid be on the lookout for Rust. 
 
Keep plants moist, not wet.  Be aware of any Spring storms and protect your 
Fuchsias from heavy downpours.  Too much water will drown them.   
 
And if we have strong mid-day sun in the lead up to the Display, your Fuchsias will 
appreciate being shaded from it. 
 
And remember, wipe your pots down so that they are clean and the soil area is free 
of plant debris before they are brought in for the Display. 
 
Happy growing and showing! 
 
Excerpts and adapted from “NW Fuchsia Facts” the newsletter of the Oregon Fuchsia 
Society, June 2014 and April 2016 issues 
 
 

FUCHSIA CARE  
Irene Brewer 

  
SEPTEMBER: As the plants continue to produce new growth it is time to introduce 
a light fertilizer, with higher nitrogen content to encourage new growth.  It is 
important to start pinching out the plant early to encourage a bushy growth.  When 
two to three sets of leaves form, pinch out the growing tip. Even if the plants start to 
produce flowers early, cut these off and continue to pinch out growing tips until the 
plant has a desired shape.  Then it can be left to produce the flowers for summer. 
Once flowers form you then introduce a fertilizer that is higher in potassium to 
increase the flowering.  For an instant bushy pot plant or basket, plant out three to 
four small plants in the one container, placing the plants more into the centre of the 
container, as the roots will grow out to the sides of the container. 
 
OCTOBER: Turn plants in pots and baskets regularly to ensure even growth.  The 
plant should have reached the desired shape and pinching should now cease.  For 
plants which have single flowers, 6–8 weeks is required for the plants to produce 
flowers, and 8–10 weeks for plants with double blooms. Continue to fertiliser your 
plants weekly with a half-strength liquid fertiliser, and when the temperatures start 
to rise, an application of Osmocote to ensure the plants receive a regular feed. Heat 
is required for the Osmocote to release the fertiliser from the pellets. Now is also the 
time to keep aphids and whitefly at bay. Commercial products are available but you 
can also control the aphids and whitefly by spraying the plants with a solution of 
water and detergent or just hosing them off. Planting marigolds around fuchsias and 
roses can also keep aphids at bay. 
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NOVEMBER: If you have vigorous plants that haven’t started flowering, you can 
take cuttings to grow on into the summer. Make sure that you have at least two sets 
of leaves when you take the cutting. Use a light, free draining mixture, either seed 
raising mixture or a combination of perlite and peat moss. 
Don’t despair if your plants haven’t started flowering at this time.  Some varieties 
don’t commence flowering until February and the Triphyllas need a lot of light and 
heat to flower.  So place them in full sun for part of the day to enable them to set 
flowers. The sun at this time of the year in Canberra won’t burn the plants. Keep 
turning the plants for even growth.  
 
DECEMBER: Enjoy seeing your plants grow and flower.  Feed them with half-
strength fertiliser weekly and watch for whitefly and thrips and spray regularly with 
a pyrethrum based spray, several times a week if necessary, to control the infestation 
and break the egg cycle.  It is important to protect the plants from hot winds and 
afternoon sun.  Move baskets and pots into shade on very hot days.`  Water either 
very early in the morning or late evening.  Never water in the middle of the day 
when the plants are wilting.  They will revive in the evening and then will benefit 
from watering. 
 
JANUARY: Lightly prune plants after they have finished flowering to encourage 
new growth.  Remove dead flowers and clean up any fallen leaves from the top of 
the basket or pot.  Replace any lost soil and add slow release fertiliser (Osmocote or 
Nutricote).  
Fertilise plants with a fertiliser high in potassium to promote flowering.  Lightly 
prune and fertilise fuchsias in the garden beds.  Mulch garden beds to prevent them 
from drying out, but keep the mulch away from the stem of the plants.  Ensure 
plants in the shade house or glasshouse have plenty of ventilation and treat  
rust promptly with a fungicide as soon as it is visible.  Red spider mite will be kept 
at bay if the foliage of plants is misted regularly. 
 
FEBRUARY:  Plants which have been lightly pruned will be producing new growth 
and flowers.  Other varieties which continually flower will be producing more 
growth.  Continue to check for aphids, whitefly and red spider mite.  Rust can occur 
if the weather is humid.  Spray the plant and soil with a fungicide such as Zineb*, 
Mancozeb* or Baycor* to control rot.  Remove any infected leaves. 
 
MARCH:  Continue with half strength fertilizer for your pots and baskets to 
encourage the final flush of flowers for the end of March.  March is also the ideal 
time to take cuttings as the weather should be cooling down.   The cuttings will be 
well established before winter and can be potted up to the next size pot to 
overwinter the plant.  Make sure the pot is not too big for the plant as too much 
excess soil around the plant will carry too much moisture during the cold winter 
months and the roots could freeze and the plant will die. 
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The above photo is of the Fuchsia table taken at our November 2013 annual Display. 
Of interest, is the red fuchsia on the left, it is a Triphylla, and you'll see the difference 
in the flower shape, which is an elongated tube.  Triphyllas are also characterised by 
their trumpet shaped sepals and petals, and the blooms are held in large bunches at 
the ends of their branches. The leaves are large, with an elongated oval shape and 
have a velvety feel.  Often the undersides of the leaves are coloured red.  Triphyllas 
are a little more heat tolerant than the usual hybrid fuchsia, but are also more 
susceptible to cold. Their colours are vivid and they are quite spectacular.  The 
fuchsia on the right is the recent cultivar ‘Electric Lights’.  

 
 PELARGONIUM CARE 

Joan Powell 
 

In early October inspect your plants again to see if they have a nicely balanced 
shape.  If not, a further light prune may be necessary.  Don’t forget to also inspect 
your hanging baskets and pinch out the growing tips to encourage branching and to 
ensure a well-shaped bushy plant.    However if you want to have flowering plants 
for display or sale at our November show don’t pinch out the growing tips after 
mid-August. 
 
Spring is also the best time to take cuttings of fancy leaved varieties but wait until 
the possibility of frosts are over.  Repot if necessary and then move to a warm 
protected position.  Fancy leaved varieties do not like to have wet feet so I always 
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add extra sand to my growing medium to provide extra drainage.  They will also 
benefit from a light dressing of blood and bone watered in with a weak solution of 
Seasol or Powerfeed. 
 
Check again for any insect attack particularly white fly, aphids, mites and 
caterpillars.  If these pests are not brought under control at the start of the growing 
season it will be almost impossible to eradicate them.  There are several good 
products available for controlling these pests.  When using any chemicals ensure that 
you read the label and carefully follow all safety directions.   
 
Make sure you remove dead leaves and old flower heads from potted plants and 
give them a quarter turn weekly.  To grow a well-shaped compact plant they need to 
have good light and should be spaced well apart to provide good air circulation.   
Keep checking for signs of mildew, black rot or rust, if necessary spray with a 
fungicide such as Zineb or Mancozeb.  Yates Zaleton is a relatively new dual action 
systemic fungicide and although it is a little expensive [around $26.00 at Bunning’s] 
it is excellent for rust.  I recently sprayed some of my Zonals with rust with excellent 
results.  Clean used pots, growing benches and sterilize cutting implements.  Good 
hygiene will help prevent disease spreading. 
 
As the growing season progresses a careful watering program is essential, water 
early in the day and avoid wetting the foliage.  The size of containers, type of potting 
mix and position of your plants should determine how much water is needed.  I find 
that most potting mediums on the market benefit from the addition of perlite and/or 
coarse river sand to aid drainage [fine river sand remains wet for too long and 
should not be used]. 
 
With the onset of the hot weather good air circulation for potted plants becomes 
essential.  Keep them healthy by removing dead flower heads and dead or diseased 
leaves.  Remove any dieback or rot by cutting back to healthy tissue and seal the cut 
with a dusting of sulphur or methylated spirits.  A couple of teaspoons of sulphur 
powder mixed to the consistency of toothpaste with a little methylated spirits and 
water can be stored in a small jar and painted onto the newly cut ends with a small 
brush as needed. 
 
Watch for signs of rust which is prevalent during wet, hot and humid weather.  
Remember this disease can spread through your whole collection very quickly.  
Place any infected leaves in a plastic bag and close securely before disposal.  Spray 
infected plants and the top of the soil with a fungicide.  Avoid wetting the foliage 
during watering. 
 
Potted plants will need some protection from the hot sun and may need to be moved 
or protected with some form of temporary shade.  You can insulate small pots by 
standing them in larger containers.  Larger pots can be insulated by lining them with 
a thick layer of newspaper. 
 
Although it will be necessary to increase watering during very hot weather be 
careful not to overwater them.  I find that bottom watering is the best method to use 
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at this time of the year as the roots don’t have to push their way to the surface of the 
pot for moisture.  I place my plants on trays of pebbles, but any similar capillary 
method would do.  Never water in the middle of the day during hot weather and 
remember to ensure that there is adequate air circulation between your plants. 
 
Check for pests, particularly the caterpillars of moths and butterflies.  If it is 
necessary to spray make sure you do so during the cooler part of the day to protect 
the leaves and flowers from sun damage.  Continue feeding plants with a high 
strength potash fertiliser, at half strength, during late spring and throughout 
summer. 
 
Late February through March is the perfect time to take cuttings.  Start with the 
regals and angels and as the weather cools in March progress to the zonals and then 
the ivies.  Remember when taking cuttings your primary goal should be to ensure 
that the plant being pruned will retain a good shape for the next spring.  Once your 
cuttings have developed roots, start pinching out the growing tips so that they 
develop  into nice dense compact plants. 
 

 
 
The photo above shows rust on the back of zonal pelargonium leaves 
 

IVY LEAF PELARGONIUMS – URSULA KEY-DAVIS, FIBREX NURSERY, 
ENGLAND 

 
While potting up Ivy Leaved pelargonium cuttings the other day, I started to think 
about how they have fallen out of favour.  They seem to be greatly under used 
nowadays and then only in summer bedding.  I think this is a great shame as they 
are probably the easiest and most prolific for anyone who does their own cuttings. 
 
This time of year the Ivy Leaved types are producing cutting material in abundance.  
These can be taken every 3 to 4 weeks doing the mother plant a world of good in 
terms of plant shaping and making space.  The cuttings strike quickly and can be 
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taken right up until the end of autumn.  This will leave you with a well-shaped plant 
covered with many more shoots than if you hadn’t stopped it continually. 
 
What to do with all these extra plants?  Apart from the usual hanging baskets where 
the more pelargoniums you put in the longer flowering season you have.  How 
about planting them in the ground as you would with a Zonal.  I have done it for 
years not only on the edges of flower beds where they can trail as they want, but in 
any space as a filler plant, when they can run over the surface of the ground they 
seem to flower even more than usual. 
 
At the end of the year take your cuttings as autumn struck cuttings do better than 
overwintering older woods plants which have a greater tendency to die back. 
 
Reprinted from the Pelargonium & Geranium News Issue No. 29, Spring 2016 
 
 
 

OPEN GARDENS AND GARDEN FESTIVALS 2018 
Robertson Open Gardens     13 & 14 October 2018 
Berry Garden Festival    18-21 October 2018 
17 Gilmore Crescent Garran   20 & 21 October 2018 
3 Ramage Pl, Flynn     20 & 21 October 2018 
Bundanoon Garden Ramble   27 & 28 October 2018 
26 Gratwick St Gowrie    3 & 4 November 2018 
Crookwell Open Gardens    10 & 11 November 2018 
Cuppacumbalong, 21 Naas Rd Tharwa  10 & 11 November 2018 
12 Lawrence Circuit, Kambah   24 & 25 November 2018 
2 Larakia St Waramanga    24 & 25 November 2018 
Horticultural Society shows  
 Iris, Rhododendron & Azalea Show    27 & 28 October 
 Spring Rose Show    10 & 11 November 
Mayfield Garden Oberon    13-28 October (Spring Festival) 
       otherwise open all year 
 
For additional details and other open gardens visit myopengarden.com.au 
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Karen Richardson from Bunnings at our September meeting. 
 

 
 

Some of the members deeply concentration on Karen’s presentation. 
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CANBERRA GERANIUM & FUCHSIA SOCIETY INC. 
 

MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTION FORM 
 

I am a    □ NEW MEMBER  □ RENEWING MY MEMBERSHIP 

I would like a  □ SINGLE ($20)  □ DOUBLE ($30) 

I am from overseas □ Y ($30) 
 

Subscriptions current from 1 January to 31 December 
 
NAME:  Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms ..................................................................................................  
 
ADDRESS: ................................................................................................................................  
 
....................................................................................................................................................  
 
PHONE: ....................................................  
 
EMAIL: .....................................................................................................................................  
 
This form should be either handed in or posted to the address below, with your remittance: 
 
OFFICIAL ADDRESS: The Hon Secretary 
    Canberra Geranium & Fuchsia Society Inc. 
    PO Box 425, CURTIN ACT  2605 
 
···············································································································  
 

CANBERRA GERANIUM & FUCHSIA SOCIETY INC. 
 

NOMINATION FORM FOR OFFICE BEARERS 
 
 
I,  .............................................................. , nominate  ..............................................................  
 
for the position of ....................................................................................................................  
 
Signed Proposer: .............................................................................  
 
 Seconder: .............................................................................  
 
 Nominee: .............................................................................  
 
Signatures are all to be those of financial members of the Society 
Hand this form to the Secretary or post to the official address. 


